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Accelerated Testing
Using

HALT
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Discovery Testing

HALT testing is a process that is for discovery,
specifically looking for failures
It is NOT a life test
The true value of a life parameter is never known,
only its distribution about an expected value, so
we cannot say when failure will occur.  Sometimes
we can say that the likelihood increases, but we
can very rarely predict the time of failure. Practical
Reliability Engineering, Fourth Edition
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Logic for Use of “Unrepresentative Stresses”

The causes of failures that will occur in the future
are often very uncertain
The probabilities of and durations to failures are also
highly uncertain
Time spent on testing is expensive, so the more
quickly we can reduce the uncertainty gap the better
Finding causes of failure during development and
preventing recurrence is far less expensive than
finding new failure causes in use
Practical Reliability Engineering, Fourth Edition
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Basics of Accelerated Testing

Use single, then combined environments
Step stress but to the point of failure
Repair and continue (but use wisdom in the
decision)

At least 3 samples as a minimum
Gold card
Lemons

Products likely to have be exposed to, and possibly
suffer from, temperature, vibration, power cycling,
or some combination



Don’t Confuse the Purpose of the
Testing

Not a drop or classical shock test
Not a Life Test

The only way to correlate the time in specific
environments to life expectancy is to have repeatable
comparisons to actual field data
There is no way to reliably make a formula for MTBF
or MTTF from testing results
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What the Testing Is

An Experiment
Actually A Series of Tests
Step the stresses up until failure
The testing needs to have a “babysitter”



Preparation for the Process

For Both Temperature and Vibration
Know Expected Usage Environments
€Operating
€Transportation
€Storage
Margins
Melting Point
Monitoring
Data Acquisition
Cabling Suitable for Test Environments
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Understanding Margins
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Ignoring Failures Outside the Margins

Wrong question
At what stress do we decide that the level is so high
that we can ignore the failures?

Right question
Could this failure occur in use?

On other items
After longer times
At other stresses
Etc. Practical Reliability Engineering, Fourth Edition
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Talk to People

Talk with end users
Find out how they expect to use the end product
Get horror stories on the worst things that have ever
happened
Find out the things that they have been most satisfied with

An engineer and an end user will look at the same
product or system in very different ways.



Cold Test

Least destructive environment
Start at room ambient
LN2 will remove extra humidity
10° steps



Cold Chart
• Start with 10 degree steps

• Bring temperature up at the first sign of a failure to see if it may
be intermittent because of a certain temperature

• Control the return to room temperature since this may cause its
own failure



Heat Test

Still Single Environment
5°C steps for assemblies
Know melting limits
ahead of time



Heat Chart
• Start with 10 degree steps

• Change to 5 degree steps as you get closer to suspected failure
temperature (or melting point)

• Bring temperature down at the first sign of a failure to see if it
may be intermittent because of a certain temperature



Vibration Test

Single Environment, but multi-axis random
Laboratory Ambient
Small Steps
Accelerometer Placement

On product
On fixture
On table near product



Vibration Chart
• Start with 2 g steps
• Keep temperature constant, preferably at
laboratory ambient, so that vibration is your
only stress
• Bring g level down at the first sign of a
failure to see if it may be intermittent because
of a certain acceleration



Temperature Swings

Hot and Cold Test
Cold first – removes humidity
Hot first – retains humidity

5 or 10°C steps, depending on earlier results
Rapid ramps (thermal mismatch and conductivity
effects)
Short dwells



Swings Chart
Assuming a failure at 85 degrees, we go 10 degrees lower
Give a 125 degree difference, giving -50 as the cold range
According to Harry McLean in HALT, HASS & HASA Explained, 3 to 5 cycles
with 5 being preferred
According to Gregg K. Hobbs in Accelerated Reliability Engineering, he has not
found any product to be rate sensitive so there is no need to limit the speed of the
change rate



Heat with Vibration

Heat
Start at laboratory ambient
Compare with heat only test

Vibration
Duration
€Bursts
€Full time
Level
€Lower than failure rate
€Higher than expected in real life



Heat with Vibration Chart

• Assuming a failure at 85
degrees, we start at 65 C, giving
a margin
• Assuming a failure at 14 g’s,
we use 10, giving a margin
• Vibration can be either pulsed
or constant, depending upon
expected end usage
• The same principal would work
with a combination of cold and
vibration



Thermal Swings with Vibration

Thermal Swings
Closest to real world conditions
Compare to earlier results
Rapid ramps
Short Dwells

Vibration
Duration
€Bursts
€Full time
Level
€Lower than failure rate
€Higher than expected in real life



Swings with Vibration Chart
•Use data based on
baseline and earlier
swing test
•Assuming a failure at 50
g’s, we divide that into
fifths (because of five
swings) and increase
with each vibration burst

•10
•20
•30
•40
•50 g’s
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Other environments

Humidity
Corrosion
Dust
Power Cycling
…



Heat Example

Warping of plastic after heat testing,
but motors continued working.

Warping over drive.
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Cold Example

Setpoint (°C) Observations on Product Notes
25 Starting point
20 OK
15 OK
10 OK
5 OK
0 OK
-5 OK

-10 OK
-15 OK
-20 OK - pic ture look ing a little jittery
-25 OK - a litt le s lower movement in the pic ture
-30 Lost the IR in the headphones
-35 Screen started look ing foggy
-40 Picture occas ionally  s topping but restarting
-45 Very  blurry  but s till moving
-50 Long pause and lack of audio, then res tarted
-55 Some images barely  discernable.
-60 Video reset to blue screen - went to audio and test screen
-65 OK
-70 OK
-75 OK - screen mostly  white
-80 OK 1
-85 OK
-90 OK - bottom strip fully  white
-95 OK - s tripes gone but s till back lit 2
-100 OK - s till back lit Chamber Low Temp



Vibration Example



Review

Remember that testing is a form of
experimentation
Good guesses are valuable, but need to be backed
with real data
HALT is a way of getting a lot of data in a little
time and for a comparatively small cost
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